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Abstract
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Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus contains a multi-aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase complex
(MSC) of LysRS, LeuRS and ProRS. Elongation factor (EF) 1A also associates to the MSC, with
LeuRS possibly acting as a core protein. Analysis of the MSC revealed that LysRS and ProRS
specifically interact with the idiosyncratic N- and C- termini of LeuRS, respectively. EF-1A instead
interacts with the inserted CP1 proofreading domain, consistent with models for post-transfer editing
by class I synthetases such as LeuRS. Together with previous genetic data, these findings show that
LeuRS plays a central role in mediating interactions within the archaeal MSC by acting as a core
scaffolding protein.
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1. Introduction
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Protein translation based on a nucleic acid code relies on the correct pairing of amino acid and
tRNA molecules and subsequent delivery to the ribosome. Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases
(aaRSs) play an essential role in protein synthesis by attaching the correct amino acid onto the
cognate tRNA. Once synthesized, aa-tRNAs are bound by EF-1A as a ternary complex with
GTP and ushered to the ribosome. AaRSs are commonly found in higher order complexes in
eukaryotes and archaea. For example, a multi-aaRS complex (MSC) composed of nine aaRS
activities (aminoacylating cognate lysine, leucine, proline, isoleucine, methionine, glutamine,
glutamic acid, asparagine, and aspartic acid) is found in mammalian cells. Three auxiliary
proteins (p38, p43, and p18) complete the complex, promoting the binding of tRNA and
contributing to the stability of the complex. The association of aaRSs and auxiliary proteins in
the macromolecular MSC requires a network of protein-protein interactions within the
complex. Genetic and biophysical data suggest that most, if not all, aaRSs within the complex
associate with p38 and/or p43, enhancing the stability of the complex. Several interactions
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within the MSC are known to be mediated via N- and C-terminal appended domains of the
associated eukaryotic aaRSs, which are generally absent from their bacterial and archaeal
counterparts [1]; for example, LeuRS associates with the mammalian MSC via N- and Cterminal extensions [2]. These appendages to the cores of aaRSs are non-catalytic and instead
function to mediate protein-protein interactions or act as general RNA binding domains
[3-5]. Conversely several aaRSs, such as LysRS and AspRS, associate with the MSC through
their catalytic cores, since deletions of the appended domains have no effect on complex
formation [6;7].
Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus contains a smaller MSC composed of LysRS,
LeuRS, and ProRS [8]. EF-1A also associates with LeuRS [9], which could act as a core protein
to mediate stable complex formation of the archaeal MSC, since no homologues of the
eukaryotic auxiliary proteins have been found in archaea. M. thermautotrophicus LeuRS
possesses a C-terminal extension beyond the catalytic core; although shorter than its eukaryotic
counterpart, this suggests that comparable regions of the structurally distinct C-terminus of
archaeal LeuRS might also mediate interactions with other proteins within the MSC. This led
us to more closely investigate the potential role of LeuRS in the archaeal MSC, which revealed
an essential role for this aaRS as a core scaffolding protein.

2. Materials and methods
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Protein and tRNA production and purification
His6 fusion derivatives of N- and C-terminally truncated LeuRS, ΔCP1 LeuRS, LysRS, ProRS,
EF-Tu and EF-1A were prepared as described, as were preparation and aminoacylation of
tRNA and activation of elongation factors [9]. Both the full-length and truncation proteins were
relatively labile during purification, presumably as a result of a significant level of misfolding,
typically displaying 15-20% active fractions (Table 1).
Fluorescence anisotropy
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Equilibrium dissociation constants were determined by measuring the fluorescence anisotropy
of labeled proteins as a function of increasing concentrations of unlabeled proteins as
previously described [9] with the following exceptions. Each of the LeuRS variants and EF-1A
were labeled with Alexa Fluor (AF) 488 tetrafluorophenyl ester (Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR). LeuRS and EF-1A were chosen due to the significantly higher stability they displayed
over LysRS and ProRS during labeling. LeuRS variants and EF-1A were labeled with AF-488
at a molar ratio of 1:15 enzyme:fluorophore as previously described [9]. Each fluorescently
labeled LeuRS variant and EF-1A sample were visualized on a 10 % SDS-polyacrylamide gel,
which confirmed that the final labeled product contained little or no free fluorophore. Prior to
use in fluorescence anisotropy measurements, the activity of the labeled LeuRS variants and
EF-1A were verified by aminoacylation and GDP-exchange assays, respectively, and protein
concentrations determined by active site titration and dye binding (BioRad) (data not shown;
[10]). Equilibrium dissociation constants were determined by measuring the fluorescence
anisotropy of labeled EF-1A or LeuRS variants (50 nM each) as a function of increasing
concentrations of unlabeled protein using a Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter (Horiba Jobin
Yvon) as previously described [9]. The following concentration ranges of unlabeled proteins
were used: 0-2000 nM LysRS, and 0-2400 nM ProRS, full-length LeuRS, ΔCP1 LeuRS, LeuRS
C-terminal deletion variants ΔC1 and ΔC2, and LeuRS N-terminal deletion variant ΔN1. All
measurements were carried out at least three times. Titration curves were fitted assuming a 1:1
binding stoichiometry as previously described [11].
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Surface plasmon resonance
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Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments were performed utilizing a Biacore T100
instrument (GE Healthcare). 2000 resonance units (RU) of EF-1A in 100 mM sodium acetate
(pH 4.5) were immobilized to a carboxymethyl dextran chip according to the manufacturer's
instructions. As a control, a flow cell was activated and blocked in the absence of protein,
which was then used to subtract RU resulting from non-specific interactions and the bulk
refractive index. Experiments were performed at 25 °C in HBS-EP+ buffer (0.01 M Na-Hepes
(pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.05% v/v Surfactant P20), 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM
KCl and 100 μM GDP at a flow rate of 10 μl/min. The chip was regenerated by flowing 10
mM glycine-HCl (pH 2.5) over it for 30 sec at a flow rate of 25 μl/min. Each cycle consisted
of injection of 80 μl of analyte (full-length LeuRS or variant ΔC2) over the immobilized protein
(EF-1A) and the control flow cell, 660 sec dissociation time in HBS-EP+ buffer, and
regeneration prior to the next injection. RU values were determined following subtraction of
the control from the protein of interest immobilized to the cell. Rmax values for interactions
between the analyte and immobilized protein were calculated according to the manufacturer's
protocol. Dissociation constants were calculated using the average RU under steady-state
conditions and data were fitted using the Binding Analysis Biacore T100 Evaluation Software.
ATP consumption editing assay
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As a measure of cis-editing, LeuRS catalyzed ATP consumption was monitored in the presence
of non-cognate amino acids. The reaction, carried out at 37 °C, contained 2 U/ml
pyrophosphatase (Roche), 2 -10 mM leucine, methionine, valine, isoleucine, or norvaline, 5
μM tRNALeu, 2 mM [γ-32P]ATP (5 cpm/pmol), 0.1 M Na-Hepes (pH 7.2), 30 mM KCl, 10
mM MgCl2, and 1 μM ΔCP1 LeuRS or 1 μM LeuRS in the presence or absence of 5 μM EF-1A
or EF-Tu. Aliquots were removed at various times and quenched in glacial acetic acid.
Remaining [γ-32P]ATP and [γ-32P]Pi formed during the reaction were separated by TLC on a
PEI cellulose plate (Sigma) prewashed with water. The TLC was subsequently developed in
0.7 M potassium phosphate (pH 3.5) and labeled products visualized and quantified on a Storm
phosphorimager (Amersham Biosciences). Pi (mM) formed during the time-course reaction
was estimated by multiplying the measured Pi/ATP ratio by the initial concentration of ATP
(2 mM).

3. Results
Defining the roles of LeuRS N- and C-termini on complex formation
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The LeuRS active site is composed of a Rossmann-fold domain containing the conserved
sequence motifs HIGH and KMSKS near the N- and C-terminus (Fig. 1). To probe the role of
LeuRS in the archaeal MSC five variants were created, truncated from the N-terminus to HIGH
(ΔN1 and ΔN2) and from the C-terminus to KMSKS (ΔC1, ΔC2, and ΔC3; Fig. 1, Table 1).
Variants adjacent to the HIGH and KMSKS motifs (ΔN2 and ΔC3) were inactive in
aminoacylation and leucine activation (data not shown). LeuRS variants ΔN1, ΔC1 and ΔC2
were all able to bind and activate Leu, but only ΔN1 also retained aminoacylation activity.
These three truncation variants were then utilized to investigate the domains of LeuRS
responsible for mediating protein-protein interactions within the archaeal MSC. Full-length
LeuRS bound LysRS, ProRS, and EF-1A with comparable affinities over a range of KDs
between 80-170 nM (Table 2). Deletion of eight amino acid residues from the N-terminus of
LeuRS (ΔN1 variant) had little effect on the binding of ProRS and EF-1A (KDs approximately
110 nM). Deletion of the LeuRS N-terminus increased affinity for LysRS three-fold, suggesting
this region may modulate the LysRS:LeuRS interaction, in agreement with previous yeast twohybrid analyses [8]. Attempts to further investigate LysRS:LeuRS binding in more detail were
hindered by the lack of viable LeuRS variants further truncated from the N-terminus. LysRS
and EF-1A each bound C-terminal truncated LeuRS variants (ΔC1 and ΔC2) with affinities
FEBS Lett. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 June 25.
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comparable to full-length LeuRS (Table 2). Truncation of the LeuRS C-terminus severely
impaired ProRS binding (Table 2), indicating complex formation between these two aaRSs is
at least partly mediated by the C-terminal extension of LeuRS, again consistent with previous
yeast-two hybrid data [8].
Effects of the LeuRS CP1 editing domain on complex formation
In addition to N- and C-terminal truncations of LeuRS, the CP1 domain was deleted to
investigate its role in complex formation. Located between the HIGH and KMSKS motifs,
CP1 is an inserted editing domain which recognizes and hydrolyzes tRNAs misacylated with
non-cognate amino acids. The ΔCP1 variant was active in leucine activation (Table1), but
inactive in editing of non-cognate amino acids (see below) and in aminoacylation (data not
shown). LysRS and ProRS bound the ΔCP1 LeuRS variant with affinities comparable to fulllength LeuRS suggesting that the editing domain is not essential for complex formation (Table
2). Deletion of CP1 had a pronounced effect on EF-1A binding to LeuRS, suggesting that the
editing domain is involved in mediating protein-protein interactions (Table 2). To further
investigate the binding of EF-1A to LeuRS via the CP1 domain, SPR experiments were
performed. Deletion of the LeuRS CP1 domain significantly impaired interactions with EF-1A
(Fig. 2) again indicating that the CP1 editing domain specifically associates with EF-1A.
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The effects of complex formation with EF-1A on the editing activities of LeuRS were
monitored for the non-cognate substrates methionine, valine, isoleucine, and norvaline in the
absence and presence of tRNALeu. Methionine, valine, and isoleucine were not editing
substrates (data not shown), while wild-type LeuRS, but not the ΔCP1 variant, edited norvaline
in a tRNA-dependent manner (Fig. 3A). Since EF-1A is known to adopt alternative
conformations, the overall editing reaction was compared in the presence of EF-1A·GTP
(required for aa-tRNA binding) and EF-1A·GDP. Regardless of the bound guanine nucleotide,
LeuRS in complex with EF-1A displayed editing activities comparable to LeuRS alone (Fig.
3B), indicating that EF-1A does not effect the hydrolysis of non-cognate norvaline. Similarly,
bacterial EF-Tu had no effect on LeuRS editing regardless of the GTP- or GDP-bound states
(Fig. 3C), consistent with previous data that EF-Tu does not form specific interactions with
M. thermautotrophicus LeuRS [9].

4. Discussion
LeuRS acts as the core protein of the archaeal MSC
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The eukaryotic counterparts of LysRS, LeuRS, and ProRS associate into a higher order
complex with six additional aaRS activities and three auxiliary proteins, homologues of which
have not been observed in archaea. M. thermautotrophicus EF-1A associates with the archaeal
MSC, through specific interactions with LeuRS, suggesting a central role of LeuRS as a
platform for complex formation and assembly in archaea. Towards structural mapping of
protein interactions within the MSC, variants of archaeal LeuRS were constructed including
truncation mutants from the N- and C-terminus and deletion of the modular CP1 editing
domain. Deletion of the N-terminus of LeuRS had a modest effect on LysRS binding,
suggesting that the N-terminal region modulates the LysRS:LeuRS interaction, in agreement
with previous yeast two-hybrid analyses. When examining the domains of LeuRS that mediate
interactions with ProRS, it was discovered that truncation of the LeuRS C-terminus
significantly decreased binding to ProRS, also consistent with yeast two-hybrid data.
Deletion of the LeuRS CP1 editing domain resulted in decreased binding by EF-1A compared
to full-length or LeuRS truncation variants as assessed by both fluorescence and SPR
experiments. Determination of binding kinetics was not possible under these experimental
conditions, likely due to the instability of proteins over the lengthy association and dissociation
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phases required for measurements of kinetic parameters in real time (data not shown). Overall,
these data suggest that LysRS associates with the N-terminus of LeuRS, which in turn serves
as a platform for the association of ProRS and EF-1A (Fig. 4). This potentially open structure
is reminiscent of the extended V-shaped structure proposed for the far larger mammalian MSC
[12], and would facilitate access of tRNA to the archaeal MSC consistent with the enhanced
aminoacylation of all the aaRSs associated with the complex.
Functional interactions with EF-1A in the archaeal MSC
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It was suggested that steric clashes with CP1 prevent class I aaRSs such as LeuRS from stably
associating with EF-Tu ([13;14]). In the present study, however, we found that archaeal EF-1A
makes specific contacts with the LeuRS CP1 editing domain. This may be explained by the
fact that CP1 is a distinct globular domain flexibly linked to the catalytic body (Fig. 5).
Consequently, the position of CP1 has been observed to depend on the orientation of the tRNA
CCA-acceptor end as it enters the editing domain during post-transfer editing, rotating
approximately 20° as observed in crystal structures of P. horikoshii and up to 35° in T.
thermophilus LeuRS [15-17]. Given that the domain orientations of EF-1A and EF-Tu also
differ (Fig. 5) reorientation of the CP1 domain may permit LeuRS association with EF-1A,
resulting in enhanced synthesis of Leu-tRNALeu. No concomitant alteration in editing was
detected as a result of the LeuRS:EF-1A interaction. This indicates that EF-1A has no effect
on the rate-limiting step of editing, which is likely to be translocation of the misactivated or
misacylated amino acid from the active site to the editing site [18]. These data indicate that
EF-1A cannot directly abstract aa-tRNALeu from LeuRS, consistent with previous data which
indicated that enhanced synthesis of Leu-tRNALeu could be specifically attributed to complex
formation with EF-1A, since bacterial EF-Tu displayed no effect on aminoacylation despite
its high affinity for Leu-tRNALeu. This supports the notion that EF-1A forms specific
interactions with LeuRS which do not affect the overall editing reaction, but instead enhance
the rate of Leu-tRNALeu synthesis, possibly by inducing conformational changes in the
catalytic core of LeuRS.
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Figure 1. M. thermautotrophicus LeuRS variants
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Figure 2. Surface plasmon resonance

EF-1A binding to (A) full-length LeuRS or (B) ΔCP1 variant.
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Figure 3. LeuRS editing

ATP consumption was monitored without elongation factor (A) or in the presence of EF-1A
(B) or EF-Tu (C).
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the structural and functional association of the archaeal MSC
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Figure 5. Structural modeling of a P. horikoshii LeuRS:T. aquifex EF-Tu complex

(A) Structural modeling of a LeuRS:EF-Tu complex was performed by aligning the tRNA
backbones (not shown for effective protein visualization) from the structural models of P.
horikoshii LeuRS:tRNALeu and T. aquifex EF-Tu·GDPNP:tRNAPhe. (B) Crystal structure of
Sulfolobus solfataricus EF-1A·GDP and (C) T. aquifex EF-Tu.
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Table 1

Activities of LeuRS variants.
LeuRS variant
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Full-length
ΔN1
ΔN2
ΔC1
ΔC2
ΔC3
ΔCP1

Total protein concentration
(BioRad assay)
110 μM
260 μM
200 μM
170 μM
100 μM
5 μM
190 μM

Active LeuRS concentration
(active site titration)
20 μM
55 μM
1 μM
20 μM
17 μM
< 0.01 μM
30 μM

Active percentage of LeuRS variants
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18 %
21 %
< 1%
12 %
17 %
<1%
16 %
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Table 2

Binding affinities between components of the archaeal MSC determined by fluorescence anisotropy.
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Unlabeled protein

Fluorescently labeled protein

KD (nM)

LysRS
ProRS
LeuRS
LysRS
ProRS
ΔN1 LeuRS
LysRS
ProRS
ΔCP1 LeuRS
LysRS
ProRS
ProRS
ΔC1 LeuRS
ΔC2 LeuRS

LeuRS
LeuRS
EF-1A
ΔN1 LeuRS
ΔN1 LeuRS
EF-1A
ΔCP1 LeuRS
ΔCP1 LeuRS
EF-1A
ΔC2 LeuRS
ΔC1 LeuRS
ΔC2 LeuRS
EF-1A
EF-1A

170±40
80±10
90±10
50±10
110±20
110±30
40±10
110±10
>2000
160±30
>2000
>2000
150±30
110±20
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